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TESTING FOR RANDOM EFFECT IN THE MıXED ANAL YSIS OF 
V ARIANCE MODEL 

Bllgehan GÜVEN' 

ABSTRACT 

We consider tM mixed analysis olvariance (ANOVA) model. lt i.J asıunred that 

random ejJects in the model are from non-normal universe,. Approximate testfor 
random eflecı is estahlished. The proposed approximaıe test i.J baaed on the 

asymptotic distribution o/the F-ratio in this model and its robıutnesı is given. 

Keywordıı: The mıxed ANOV A model, ASYmPtOtIC distribution, ApproxImaIe F lesi, Rob_ of 
teot. 

1. INTRODUcrıON 

This paper establishes the approximate test for random effect in the mixed ANOV A model 
having the unbalanced one-fold nested error structure. To achieve this gaol the asyınptotic 
distribution of the F-statistic in the model is derived. For the asymptotic distribution of the 
F -ratio, the group sizes are assumed to be fixed. 

The literature of the asyınptotic distribution of the F -statistic for the random effeets model 
in either the homoscedastic or heteroscedastic case is extensive: ın studies [I, 2, 3, 5, 20], 
the asymptotic distribution of F -statistic can be reduced to the asymptotic distribution of 

the difference MST - MSE since MSE converges in probahility to constant. Here, 

MST is the rnean square for treatment and MSE is the rnean square for error. 

ın this study, the design matrix X of the model is considered an arbitrary design matrix and 
the different technique developed by Westfall [22] to obtain the asymptotic distribution of 
the F -statistic is used. The method of Westfall is based on finding the joint asyınptotic 

distribution of (MST,MSE) and then applying delta method. 

As it is explained in See. 2., the model is the one-way covariance model in which block 
effect is random or reduces to the one-way random-effects model or the split plot design 
with appropriate design matrix. Therefore, the results presented in this paper are applicahle 
for the asyınptotic distribution of F-.tatistic to these mixed ANOV A model •. 
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Throughout the paper, we shall use the following notations.    if  is a 
symmetric matrix. If    is a real sequence of   and    is a real number, then  

 if  as  and  if  has a finite nonzero limit as 
.

2. THE MODEL AND ASYMPTOTIC

The following linear model given in a matrix not ation is generalization of some kind of 
the mixed ANOVA models.  

      (1)

where ,  and we assume that the    matrix 
is a matrix of regressors where  , . A random error  is 
defined as  

       (2)

where the    matrix  matrix is:  

     (3) 

 is the    vector of ones,    and the vector  is defined similar to 
. The random vectors  and  are independent and have zero-mean vector and covariance 

matrix    and    respectively where   and   are the    and    identity 
matrices. 

The model is called either regression with one-fold nested error when  is a regression type 
design matrix (see Güven [10], Park and Burdick [16]) or the one-way random-effects 
model when . Furthermore, the model arises in the split-plot experiment in which 
there are  -whole-plots and  -subplots in the  th whole plot. In the split-plot design the 
number of subplots in each whole-plot is generally the same. 

Real data examples for the regression model with one-fold nested error are given in Park 
and Burdick [16], Vonesh and Carter [21]. 

For the random-effects model (1) the sum of squares for treatment   and the sum of 
squares for error    are: 

and    (4) 

with the associated degrees of freedom    and  . The   symmetric 
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idempotent matrices  and  are defined as  

      (5)
and   

      (6)

respectively where    and the superscript '-' denotes a generalized inverse 
of a matrix. (see [15], ch. 1). From equations (4), (5) and (6) one concludes that both  
and    differ when the design matrix   differs. 

The -ratio for the model is 
     (7) 

where   and  . The subscript   is used 
to denote a finite sample size. 

With the moment conditions that    and    for some positive  
and the condition that  , the rank of a matrix , is fixed, the following assumption ensures 
asymptotic normality of the  -ratio: 

Assumption. Consider a sequence of models (1). The number of groups,  , tends to infinity 
in such a way that the group sizes,  take values from a finite set of distinct 
positive integers . Let  be the number of occurrences of  in 

. Assume further that    as  .

Assumption is a modification of the asymptotic formulation of Westfall [22] and says that  
  has the limiting distribution as long as    tends to infinity. That is:  

  as  where    and  .

When assumption holds, it can be shown that  

 and  for 
and we also have that  

                                                     
  where    is the   th diagonal entry of a matrix    in (6),  (see [14], p.872). 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF  F -RATIO

The asymptotic distribution of the  -ratio is obtained by using the delta method after 
establishing the joint asymptotic distribution of  given by Westfall [22,  23]. 
We present theorem without giving its proof. The readers who are interested can find proof 
in [11, 12]. 

Main Theorem  Suppose assumption holds. Then  

as    where  is given in equation (7), the symbol    denotes convergency in 
distribution and 

    (8) 

where  , the kurtosis parameters    and    for the underlying distributions of 
 and   are defined as  

 and 
respectively and  

It should be noted that the asymptotic variance  can be approximated by replacing the 
limit values  and  with their finite sample size counterparts. 

4. IMPLICATION FOR THE APPROXIMATE -TEST

In this section, the approximate -test for a null variance ratio is presented and robustness 
of the test is discussed. 

When random effects  and  are from non normal universes, the approximate -test for  
  vs.    is described as follows. The test rejects   , when   

      (9) 

where  is given in equation (7) and    is the upper    quantile of the asymptotic 
null distribution of  .
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From Theorem 3.2., the asymptotic null distribution of  is:  

 as    and  

   (10) 

The test has an asymptotic level , i.e.,    where the asymptotic 
null distribution of  is the normal distribution with the unit mean and variance  in 
equation (10). Then,   in (9) is determined by  

     (11) 

where    is the upper    quantile of the standard normal distribution. 

The approximation to the power of the test for a finite sample, denoted by  , is:  

   (12) 

where  is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and  and  are 
given in equations (8) and (11) respectively. 

5. ROBUSTNESS OF THE PROPOSED TEST

The size of the approximate  -test does not become asymptotically robust to non-
normality when a model is unbalanced (see Westfall [22]). The model (1) is unbalanced. 
Therefore the size of the proposed test is not asymptotically robust to non-normality. In 
fact, The null variance  in (10) verifies that it is not asymptotically robust since  
depends on  .

Consider the model (1) with an unknown parameter  and under the design matrix  
  where    for all . Then, the model is the balanced one-way random 

effect model. For this model,  , the matrix    is in (6) is  

and the limit values  ,  and    defined in Main theorem are equal to  ,
and .
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When the limit values for the balanced one-way random effects model are substituted into 
equation (8),    is:  

Since  , where   remains fixed, then from Theorem 3.2.  

as   where  

and the asymptotic variance    is before given by Akritas and Arnold ([1], p.221). 

Then in the balanced one-way random effect model under  , we have  

as  . As it is before pointed out in [1], ([2], p.369) and ([18], ch.10) the size of the 
approximate  -test in the balanced model is asymptotically robust to non-normality in 
errors. 

As noted in [1, 5, 7, 13], the asymptotic null distributions are the same for both a fixed and 
random factor to be tested. 
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KARI IK VARYANS ANAL Z  MODEL NDE ETK
FAKTÖRÜNÜN RASSALLIK TEST

ÖZET

Bu çal mada baz kar k varyans modelleri genelle tirildi. Bu modellerin rassal 
etki faktörleri ve hata terimleri normal olmayan bir kitleden geldi i varsayld.
Etki faktörünün rassall n test eden bir test elde edildi ve bu testin sa laml 
çal ld.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kar k ANOVA modeli, Asimptotik da lm, Yakla k -testi, Testin güçlülü ü.
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